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Dear Friends,

April, 2021

We have had quite a year since last Easter with the new, and disastrous, initial Zoom service. We,
like many of you, reflect on the Easter we have shared in community. The breakfasts cooked. The
eggs hidden and found. The chocolate eaten. The feast after the Lenten fast. The different ways
we’ve told the Easter story for young and old. The sunrise services by lakes and in fields. The
quiet evening services with communion. The riots of flowers and joy during the morning services.
The friends with whom we have shared Easter celebrations.
Each of us has our favourite telling of the resurrection story. It might be Jesus’ appearance in the
garden with Mary or the Road to Emmaus. The ending of the gospel of Mark feels like it fits now
in so many ways. Mark writes, ‘they said nothing to anyone because they were afraid.’ This is the
original ending. Last year we could have written—‘And they said nothing to anyone because they
were hidden away, afraid.’ Buildings were shut. We didn’t meet anyone outside our households.
We hoarded food and toilet paper. All signs of fear. There were so many unknowns about
COVID-19.
This year that sense of fear is still with us, though it may not be quite as dominant as it was.
Because of the work of the scientific community, we know so much more about COVID-19. We
also have a few vaccines and are feeling protected. Our fears are receding slightly.
We might, however, still write, ‘they were afraid.’ The possible transmission of the virus still keeps
us apart. Actually, today we might translate ‘fear’ as ‘caution.’ We have ‘to be careful,’ to take
‘care’ of each other. In order to do that, we have to remain physically distanced.
The women went away from the empty tomb afraid. They didn’t know what to make of what had
happened to them. Their teacher had been horrifically murdered—no wonder they were afraid and
silent.
We may feel fearful and careful, but we know what happened to Jesus. We understand what the
resurrection means. Resurrection is the offering of abundant life of all people. Resurrection
creates a calling for us, as Jesus’ followers, to work to make abundant life a reality in our
communities.
This year has been a year. Along with COVID-19 we have had anti-racism protests and concerns
raised about the safety of women. We still see gang violence and the murder of, mostly, young
men. We see people fleeing countries because of warfare and lack of acceptance of their
sexuality. We face a climate crisis which does not diminish and challenges us to think about new
ways to live and care for our planet. We have left Europe, to the dismay of many of us. This has
been some year.
We, like the women, could each turn away afraid, without speaking, and not approach any of the
issues in our world. If we do this, we collude with those who say the church is irrelevant to society.
On the other hand, we can join with others who follow Jesus and work to create a resurrection
community—one which cares for ALL people and which uses its skills to make a difference. We
can do big and little things to honour people and planet in God’s name.
Perhaps this year, as Easter dawns, we can begin with a pause, resting in the good news that
resurrection brings hope to our world. After our pause/rest, perhaps together we can continue to
find creative ways to join together, despite the pandemic, working to bring abundant life for all
people.
As Easter dawns, may resurrection hope guide you and empower.
Yours,
Martha and David

Dear all,
I can barely believe that a year has passed since we last met in person for a church service. I
remember that week of March 2020, when events took place so quickly and life changed in a way
we could never have imagined. March 15th was the last service before the doors closed, and that
week we saw exams cancelled, schools closed, people directed to work from home and then –
lockdown. ‘An hour’s exercise a day!’ (more than some of us had done in a long while). Shops
closed. Thursday night clapping for carers and keyworkers. Words and phrases that have entered
our vocabulary since then: lockdown, furlough, Zooming, facemasks, social distancing. Occasions
we haven’t been able to share – holidays, special birthdays, the loss of loved ones, watching babies
and children growing up, Christmas with family. So many people working from home, perhaps
never to return to the office, or at least not quite in the same way. Teachers and children having to
adapt to a new way of doing school. Home haircuts! Online shopping, Zoom family quizzes,
neighbourhood Whatsapp groups, communities coming together, families spending more time
together. So it hasn’t all been bad.
So much has happened to our life as a
church since then. Worship and fellowship
has changed, interaction and meetings have
moved online. ‘You’re on mute!’ has to be
the phrase of 2020/21. We have relied on
technology, more than ever, to keep us
connected (Alison will remember – not
fondly! - the deacons’ meeting when her
internet wasn’t working and she had to
chair the meeting down the phone).

The Last Supper, reimagined for zoom times
I don’t think any of us ever thought we would still be here a year later. But there is light at the end of the
tunnel now that we have a working vaccine and many people have had their first – if not second – dose. At
each deacons’ meetings we consider whether opening for services is feasible, considering government and
denominational guidelines. Let’s hope it isn’t too long before we can feel confident of a safe return to
worshipping in our church building.
Best wishes to you all.
Fiona Harding

Church Secretary

May 25th 2020
George Floyd
7 minutes and 46 seconds
'I can't breathe'.
This action by police resulted in worldwide protest, including attacks on public statutes and
institutions.
These incidents led to a small group of people from across the pastorate to gather. We feel
challenged to address uncomfortable truths about our colonial past, our participation in the
slave trade and the long-term implications of slavery, and racism in our society today.
As people of God, we are clear that all people are created in the image of God. While the
Bible had been used to support slavery and racism, our current understanding is that these
readings of the Bible are not in keeping with the whole message—which reflects a
community which is broad and all people find their place within it as God’s people,
welcomed and valued for who they are—no matter what their colour, age, ethnicity,
religion, gender, sexual orientation. This understanding continues to shape our desire to
address all forms of prejudice, including racism.
The Office for National Statistics has published numbers that show a worrying increase in
a five-year period:
Race Hate crimes in England and Wales
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

45,440

58,294

64,829

72,041

76,070

And, recently, incidents of attacks on South East Asians due to the pandemic have been
highlighted.
Here is another set of statistics which could indicate institutional racism, from The Equality
and Human Rights Commission UK in October 2020:
· Unemployment rates are higher for ethnic minorities - 12.9% compared with white
population at 6.3%.
· Black people who leave school with A levels typically get paid 14.3% less than White
people.
In such a large subject, the Pastorate Anti-Racism Group has chosen to focus first on
education, recognising the importance of education in attacking the roots of racism, and in
society. This of course includes our own personal self-education, as well as in schools.
We are delighted to read that education is changing in Wales. A broader curriculum will
include information about our colonial past, and the contributions of Black and Asian
people to our society. The Education Minister Kirsty Williams has signalled support for the
51 recommendations that have been made by the working group created by the Welsh
Government to look at these areas in education.
Two small steps have been taken by our Pastorate Anti-Racism Group since we began
last summer.
1. We have shared with each other our own experiences where we have observed racism.

Some of these have been published in church magazines.
2. We have sent a letter to Kirsty Williams, reflecting two concerns in connection with the
new school curriculum - concerns which we had noted through our involvement with Race
Alliance Wales.
a. A concern that the new curriculum should not limit Welsh teachers’ ability to provide
comprehensive coverage of colonialism that enables an understanding of different
perspectives. Assurance is sought that opinions voiced in the Westminster Parliament as
to what is lawful to be taught on racialised topics will not influence the Senedd to define
too narrowly what is to be taught in Welsh schools.
b. Our belief that space should be found for the contribution of the Gypsy, Romany and
Traveller communities to Welsh history and culture.
Finally, if anyone would like to join our anti-racism group, please contact a member of the
group. Unfortunately, we can only meet online at present.
The Pastorate Anti-Racism Group
Members of the Pastorate Anti-Racism Group Ceri & Phil George, Liz & Ken Graham,
Rhiannon Jones, Alison Lintern-Gittens, Nici Lintern-Gittens, Jenny McDowell, Martha
McInnes, Louise Morgan, Shelagh Pollard, Pat Ruddock, Peter Sobers, Alison Tansom,
Arlene Thomas-Ramasut, Alison Walker, Alan Wilson, Ken Woods
________________________________________________________________________
Here are two articles from the Pastorate Anti Racism Group written by Alison and
Marieke. They are sharing their stories of racism and multiculturalism in their lives.

My Journey with Anti-Racism, Alison Walker
I am not sure where to begin with my journey. I have always known what it is like to
experience prejudice. My sister and I are the product of a mixed marriage. My Dad was the
son of a Baptist minister, born in Manchester and committed to public service. My Mum
was from a Polish Jewish family and lived in Poland, France and Israel before coming to
marry Dad in the UK. My mum was `different` with a strong accent and her own way of
doing things. She was very good at languages and introduced us to people from a whole
range of countries and backgrounds. We travelled abroad regularly to see her family and
friends and she was very hospitable to people who were living in London and were far
from their families in other countries. We learned how it felt to be a foreigner, often with a
different skin colour, working in the UK. Some acquaintances were rather patronizing in
their attitude to Mum and some did not treat her with respect. She became a local
Councillor, alongside my Dad, who was a champion of race equality in Lewisham, but it
was an uphill task for her to gain recognition. She had a very strong sense of social justice
and challenged authorities whenever there was a need.

Not surprisingly, I adopted Social Work as my career. My work in Social Services was
mainly focused on supporting people with physical disabilities, and these are a group of
people who experience a lot of discrimination.
When I was nearing my retirement age, I decided to apply to Voluntary Service Overseas,
VSO, for a placement in a developing country. I ended up in Ghana on the south coast,
working with physically disabled people in the Social Welfare Department. Disabled people
do not have the status of able bodied people and struggle to be independent and self
sufficient. I was the only employed white person in the Department and I lived in an African
compound house, surrounded by Ghanaians. It taught me the importance of taking time to
learn the customs and culture of a society before leaping in to offer a service. VSO has a
motto of Sharing Experiences and Sharing Skills. We were not there to be superman or
superwoman in a paternalistic way. We were there to share our knowledge in a sustainable
way, so that the work could continue after we had gone home. Ghana is a friendly place for
foreigners and I considered myself lucky to be in this placement. However, I did learn how
it feels to be `different` and stand out from the crowd. I was concerned about being British
in a country which was colonised by the British in the past, but that did not come across in
their attitudes. On the whole, Ghanaians are tolerant and easy going, Christians living
alongside Muslims with no difficulties. I keep in touch with some of the Ghanaians who
were very helpful and supportive to me while I was there.
I now work as a volunteer in Space4U which is the Centre supporting people who are
refugees and asylum seekers. I get upset by the attitudes of some people who are
antagonistic towards refugees and asylum seekers, and find racist attitudes very hard to
deal with. I know that I need to listen to other people's point of view which are different
from mine with a listening ear, but I become frustrated and angry. Sharing ideas of how to
deal with this and how to challenge systems which discriminate against people who are
different, is refreshing for me. I am interested in linking with organizations which challenge
prejudice and racism.
Alison Walker 16.10.20.
________________________________________________________________________
As next member of the anti-racism group, musing on intercultural experiences,
Marieke opens a window on her brown-white-black-red checkered past, just for the
Canton Uniting newsletter:
There is an owl making chicken noises in the sanctuary at Ebbw Vale. She grew up and
learned her identity among chickens.
I grew up among my friends of the Batak tribe, Lake Toba, Sumatra, in Indonesia, until I
was 8 1/2 years old. I learned who I was preferably barefoot, eating rice with my fingers,
and fearing that the spirits of the lake would grab my legs if I swam too far out.
Then I moved to the Netherlands, a culture strange to me, though I at least knew the
lan-guage. An owl who had grown up among Batak chickens, I had to learn to feel at home

among those who were supposed to be my own people. That Dutch world seemed so
small.
When I was 27 I visited America to see Yellowstone, and wound up in a rusty, steel-mill
community, Gary, Indiana, where the birds don’t sing. They cough. 70% black, 10% Latino,
20% whites .Gary had to close its mills due to competition with South America, and without
viable jobs was fast becoming a 170 000 person ghetto. I was part of the team at First
Presbyterian Church.
A few years later as part of Shalom Ministries, I was invited to move to nearby Chicago,
living with two nuns in an apartment in the south-side ghetto of public housing high rises,
later still moving to a poor area on the north side full of down-and-outs, volunteering at the
American Indian Center and befriending street people. One of them checked Tom out for
me, and she found he had his heart in the right place. (She suggested to celebrate with a
free coffee together at the Lutheran church where the biscuits were the best.)
When I married Tom in 1982 I continued this work and then had my first paid job working
for a settlement agency of asylum seekers and refugees. My bosses the social workers
came from the same cultures as the people we settled: Vietnam, Cambodia, Eritrea,
Guatemala, Chile, etc.
We moved to Cardiff in 1988. We’d asked the URC for a place among people who were at
risk, where we would be at risk, and were sent to Ely for four years. Very nice time of our
life ! After adopting our three kids, we decided to stay in the UK, and eventually wound up
at City Church.After a stint at Staybright Windows, I eventually found work as day support
worker for learning disabled adults . When Asylum Justice started at City URC in 2005 it
was exciting to volunteer there in my free time and learn more about asylum seeking in
Britain.
And now I am retired…reflecting...
Before I could be of any use as a volunteer for any different cultural group, I had to learn.
My training was described as: learning to listen, being willing to learn and take direction
from people different from me. This is putting it nicely.
Not so nicely: shut up and listen. Just because you are white does Not mean you know
better.
This is what I think: Each of us can be a bridge, so traffic can flow in both directions. Life is
so very exciting that way.

PASTORAL NEWS
We share our caring for each other in our prayers.
We pray for:
Millie McQuade and family, whose son died unexpectedly, aged 51;
Sylvia Neate, who has had another fall;
John and Norah Morgans, as John continues to strengthen after his fortnight
in hospital, and as he cares for Norah.
We also remember:
Marc and Alison;
Sylvia Neate;
Tom Arthur;
Debbie Cheshire’s brother;
Alan Harnham;
Toni Edwards.
God of mercy, envelop in your love, those who are lonely or grieving. Teach
us the art of being welcoming to those in need without imposing our personal
expectations upon them.
________________________________________________________________________________________

Noli me Tangere, Titian
Risen from the dead, Christ appears to his
grieving follower, Mary Magdalene, in the
Garden of Gethsemane. At first she mistakes
him for a gardener but then reaches out her
hand in wonder. Christ says, ‘Do not touch
me’ (in Latin, noli me tangere); it is time for his
followers to let go of his earthly presence and
await the Holy Ghost (John 20: 14–18).
This is one of the earliest works by Titian in
the National Gallery’s collection. Its high-key
colours and the way the figures are set in a
natural landscape echo the style of Giorgione,
with whom Titian trained. The lines of the tree
and the hillside draw attention to the look
between the figures. Titian has suggested
Christ’s gauzy loincloth and Mary
Magdalene’s scarf with dragged brushstrokes
of lead white that catch the texture of the

painting’s canvas.

Prayer Call
April
1st Beverley, Christopher, Ioan and Evelyn
Kibble
2nd Cindy Lim, Arwyn McCabe and Nye
Buckle
3rd Ann and Tom Lloyd
4th Easter Sunday – The Proclamation of
the Gospel
5th Angie Luther
6th Millie McQuade
7th Audrey Morgan
8th Barbara, Hugh and Bence Morgans
9th Sylvia Neate
10th Danielle Phillips, Laura, Will,
Cian and Ruby
11th New Christians
12th Mandy and Steve Phillips
13th Abigail, Matt, Brooke and Toby Powell
14th Julie Richards
15th Janice Richens
16th Lucy Robinson and Andrew
Wilson-Dickson
17th Barbara Smith
18th Fair Trade
19th David and Malou Smith
20th Audrey Takle
21st David and Joy Thompson
22nd Alison Walker
23rd Liz Williams and family
24th Kenneth Woods
25th Teachers
26th Rita, Francis, Gloria, Gabriel and
Michael
27th Tom and Marieke Arthur
28th Chris and Megan Atherton
29th Geraint Atherton
30th Gwyn Atherton
May
1st Lowri and Amelia Baldw
2nd Those working with children

3rd Keith Bick
4th Catherine Blakemore
5th Doreen Cassam
6th Debbie Cheshire, Paige and Lola
7th David Cooke
8th Clive Curtis and Constantino
Dumangane
9th Young people
10th Fred and Rowena Davies
11th David Dean, Martha McInnes and
family
12th Ann Dobbins
13th Marc and Alison Dummer
14th Gareth Dyer
15th Hiroko, Richard and Emily Edge
16th The Baptist Assembly
17th Toni Edwards
18th Eva Elliott
19th Calum Ellis
20th Alan Farnham
21st Ceri and Phil George
22nd Linda Gibbs
23rd Pentecost – The Church
24th Rachel, Kate, Evan and Emily Gill
25th Bronwyn Gregory
26th Rob, Fiona, Isobel and Alistair
Harding
27th Jean Hawkins
28th Barbara Jones
29th Sian, Joshua and Harri Jones
30th Trinity Sunday – Thanks for good
relationships
31st Elinor Kapp
June
1st Olaide, Taiwo, Ore, Korede and Nifemi
Kassim
2nd Jenny Keenor
3rd Beverley, Christopher, Ioan and Evelyn
Kibble

Sunday Lectionary Readings
4th April, 2021: Easter Sunday, “Touching Points”, John 20 1-18
Acts 10.34-43; Psalm 118.1-2,14-24; 1 Corinthians 15.1-11; John 20.1-18
This familiar passage recounts the joy and mystery of the first Easter morning. It happens at a time
of great uncertainty for the followers of Jesus, with their teacher dead the disciples must have felt
adrift. In their grief, three visit Jesus’ tomb and find him gone. Two leave, believing the body has
been taken, but Mary remains, perhaps looking for something to hold onto in this time of upheaval,
and Jesus is revealed to her. She runs to tell the other disciples that Jesus is alive.
Easter is one of the times during the year when, through our church communities, we have an
opportunity to reach out to many people. It is a touching point between the secular (social,
commercial) and sacred worlds. It offers a chance to step into the Easter story, and to explore the
truth of this wonderful mystery that is at the very heart of the Christian story.
11th April, 2021 “Testing Truth” John 20. 19-31
Acts 4.32-35; Psalm 133; 1 John 1.1-2.2; John 20.19-31
The story of ‘doubting Thomas’ is often seen as a negative one – the disciple who wouldn’t believe
without seeing the risen Jesus – and yet he is someone who just wanted to see the evidence for
himself. It would have been easy for Thomas to go along with his friends who had already seen
Jesus, but Thomas wanted to experience it for himself in order to believe. The meeting with Jesus
provides him with the chance to test the truth for himself.
In the age of social media and fake news, what helps us to believe in something? Is it knowing
where it comes from, personal experience, physical evidence?
This week we explore how we come to believe.
18th April, 2021 “Open Minds” Luke 24: 36b- 48
Acts 3.12-19; Psalm 4; 1 John 3.1-7; Luke 24.36b-48
The two disciples have returned to Jerusalem after their walk to Emmaus and back. Their
conversation with Jesus on the Emmaus road has brought some comfort but may have raised yet
more questions. Their maelstrom of emotions
includes shock and grief at Jesus’ death and confusion and disbelief at the disappearance of his
body. However, as Jesus eats with them, these feelings give way to an expression of pure joy and,
when Jesus explains the Scriptures to them, understanding of the truth about who he is.
Knowing that the disciples experienced times of anxiety in their journey of faith can be encouraging
to us, and offers an opportunity to explore how we respond, emotionally, in different situations.
What would help our minds to be open – when we are distressed – to know the peace of Christ,
and to trust in his word?
This week we explore feelings in faith.
25th April, 2021 “The Cost of Care” John 10,11-18
Acts 4.5-12; Psalm 23; 1 John 3.16-24; John 10.11-18
The image of Jesus as good shepherd draws on the imagery of Psalm 23 and elsewhere and is a
familiar symbol for God/Jesus used in both the Old and New Testaments. Here, Jesus makes a
contrast between the shepherd and a hired hand, and the ways in which they care for the sheep.
He clearly designates himself as the good shepherd, making it no longer a symbol but an
opportunity for a relationship as he knows his sheep by name.
Living in community always comes with difficulties but being known and cared for also offers
security. We measure so much in society by output and targets; how does our value system
change if we measure instead by relationships?

This week we explore 'good shepherd' as a model for community.
2nd May, 2021, “Stay Connected”, John 15: 1-8
Acts 8.26-40; Psalm 22.25-31; 1 John 4.7-21; John 15.1-8
Jesus says that he is ‘the true vine’. His Father is the vine-grower who removes fruitless branches
and prunes those that are fruitful so that they might produce even more. The disciples are the
branches; they are to remain part of the vine and expected to grow and bear good fruit.
How do we ‘remain’ in Jesus? How do we stay always connected to Jesus? The metaphor of a
growing vine suggests something that is active – a way of living, rather than a passive ‘resting’.
What does this look like in practice?
This week we explore remaining in the right place to grow.
9th May, 2021, “Friends”, John 15: 9-17
Acts 10.44-48; Psalm 98; 1 John 5.1-6; John 15.9-17
Jesus encourages the disciples to keep his commandments and, above all, to love one another as
he loved them. He says that those who do this are his friends and he emphasises that this is his
choice rather than theirs.
We explore what ‘loving one another after the example of Jesus’ means in practice. What is the
nature of this love (in contrast to popular usage – e.g. in something such as Love Island)? What
are the implications that everyone who follows Jesus, whatever our relationship with them might be
– good, bad or indifferent – is chosen by him?
This week we explore what Jesus means by friendship.
16th May, “The Potential of Prayer”, John 17: 16-19
Acts 1.15-17,21-26; Psalm 1; 1 John 5.9-13; John 17.6-19
Before his arrest, Jesus prays for his friends that they may be one as he is one with the Father. He
asks that they may be protected in the uncertain times they face and made holy – i.e. set apart
from the world’s unbelief – by the truth about who Jesus is.
The way in which Jesus prays helps us to understand the breadth and potential of prayer – not a
formula of words, but an ongoing conversation and relationship with God/Jesus that helps to inform
and shape everything that we are and everything that we do.
This week we explore Jesus’ prayer for his friends in uncertain times.
23rd May, 2021 “Filled to Overflowing”,Acts 2:1-21
Acts 2.1-21; Ezekiel 37.1-14; Psalm 104.24-34,35b; Romans 8.22-27; John 15.26-27; 16.4b-15
On the day of the Jewish festival of Pentecost, Jesus’ disciples experience being filled dramatically
with God’s Holy Spirit. This power and life spills out into the whole of creation. Peter says that this
is the culmination of many centuries of waiting for the fulfilment of God’s promise, made known
through Old Testament prophets.
We explore the implications of, and how, our everyday faith and living is affected by this broader
perspective.
This week we explore God’s Spirit pouring out to the whole of creation.
30th May, 2021 “Getting to Know God”, John 3:1-17
Isaiah 6.1-8; Psalm 29; Romans 8.12-17; John 3.1-17
Jesus and Nicodemus discuss what it means to be born again by the Spirit. This happens shortly
after Jesus clears the Temple, creating an interesting link with what it means to live a holy life
pleasing to God. In this passage, Jesus instructs Nicodemus on how to become part of the
kingdom of God. It is not a set of steps; rather, Nicodemus is told he must be born again.
God is discovered hidden in plain sight in our individual and communal lives: awesomely ‘other’;
intimately close; sometimes both. Our encounters with God draw us into deeper, more wholesome,

and interconnected relationships. We find that God is untameable yet present to every leaf and
flower. God is wonderfully comforting, yet uncomfortably challenging! His visible presence is
everywhere, yet elusive, as if God had just gone around the corner.
This week we explore experiencing God in mystery and closeness.
6th June,2021 “The In-Crowd”, Mark 3.20-35
Genesis 3.8-15; Psalm 130; 2 Corinthians 4.13-5.1; Mark 3.20-35
Jesus draws crowds of followers in Galilee where his family are concerned about the fear and
rumours that surround him. Mark uses a story within a story to increase the ever-present drama.
Both stories speak of relationships and how we behave towards one another. Jesus redefines
family as those who do the will of God and therefore redraws the boundaries for community.
This week, we tune into the subtle or loud voices that undermine the well-being of community, and
we listen for the equally subtle or insistent voice that patiently restores us as individuals to
community; to being part of God’s in-crowd. It is hard to be fully aware of what is influencing us,
and we need diverse and honest voices to help us see us as we really are.
This week we explore how what we say or do creates or breaks down community.

CANTON UNITING CHURCH was established in 1995 when New Trinity United Reformed
Church joined with Llandaff Road Baptist Church and in 2013 joined with Grand Avenue
United Reformed Church Ely which in 2005 had united with Saintwell URC. We are
committed to ecumenism through our links with Cytûn, the Covenanted Churches and
Churches Together in Canton. Our previous minister was the Chair of the Committee of the
Covenanted Baptists which, with the Church in Wales, the Presbyterian, Methodist and
United Reformed Churches seeks to bring about the goal of uniting together.
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Chair:

Mrs Alison Walker
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Website: www.cantonuniting.org.uk

USUAL WEEKLY DIARY & MONTHLY EVENTS The Wednesday evening prayers on Zoom have finished.
CANCELLED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

AND FINALLY … Please hand in material for the next Newslink to Hugh Morgans by the
end of the Morning service on Sunday, 18th of July, 2021

